
 

 

México retira de serviço seus caças F-5E/F* 

 

A Força Aérea Mexicana aposentou sua frota de caças Northrop F-5E/F Tiger II, com três 

aeronaves fazendo um voo final em 16 de setembro como parte das celebrações da 

Independência do México. 

 

Doze caças F-5 foram adquiridos da Northrop Grumman e chegaram ao México em 

1982. Armados com mísseis AIM-9 Sidewinder e dois canhões M39 de 20 mm, a frota 

constituía o Esquadrão 401 de Defesa Aérea, localizado na base de Santa Lucia, no 

Estado do México. 

 

Foram utilizados para a patrulha de fronteira e interceptações aéreas. Um foi perdido 

em uma colisão aérea em 1995. Apenas quatro aeronaves permaneciam operacionais. 

 

Com a aposentadoria dos F-5, as missões de patrulha serão atribuídas às aeronaves Grob 

G120TP e Beechcraft T-6 Texan II recentemente adquiridas. 



 

O México chegou a ser o maior operador de treinadores Pilatus PC-7. 

 

Fonte: Poder Aéreo 

Data da publicação: 19 de setembro  

Link: http://www.aereo.jor.br/2016/09/21/mexico-retira-de-servico-seus-cacas-f-5ef/ 

 

 

 

AFA 2016: Rockwell Collins readies Wideband HF technology for 

satellite denied environments* 

 

Rockwell Collins has demonstrated a new wideband high-frequency (HF) 

communications capability that can provide non-satellite beyond line of sight (BLOS) 

communications. 

 

Brad Haselhorst, vice president, strategy and business development government 

systems for Rockwell Collins, told IHS Jane's at the annual Air Force Association 

symposium on 20 September, at National Harbor, Maryland, that the company 

demonstrated its Wideband HF capability for the US Air Force's Air Mobility Command 

(AMC) on a C-17 transport aircraft in August. The AMC is exploring the potential of a 

non-satellite BLOS capability for communicating in an anti-access/area-denial 

environment. 

 

"We showed the power of taking your legacy HF capability and putting a wideband 

functionality [in it] and [sharing] voice, video, and data across that wideband HF," he 

said. 

 

Fonte: Jane’s 



Data da publicação:21 de setembro  

Link: http://www.janes.com/article/63994/afa-2016-rockwell-collins-readies-
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STRATCOM Nominee Favors Boosting Cyber Command, Nuke 

Modernization* 

 

WASHINGTON — US Cyber Command should be elevated to an independent, unified 

combatant command, the nominee to head US Strategic Command told lawmakers 

Tuesday.   

 

Air Force Gen. John Hyten, at his confirmation hearing before the Senate Armed Services 

Committee, said the evolution of the cyberthreat means its “simply a matter if when, 

not if,” US Cyber Command is elevated. During the more than 90-minute hearing, Hyten 

also threw strong support behind modernizing the nuclear triad. 

 

Hyten commands Air Force Space Command in Colorado Springs, Colorado. 

 

The White House is reportedly moving toward separating US Cyber Command from the 

National Security Agency, a step touted by proponents as easing responses to threats, 

budget prioritization, strategy and policy.  

 

The committee’s chairman, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., said earlier this month he opposes 

changing the “dual-hat” arrangement without  further scrutiny. Hyten, responding to a 

late question from McCain, said he agrees such a move is best left to a “future date.” 

 



Amid questions from Sen. Richard Blumenthal, D-Conn., over the apparent willingness 

of Russian and Chinese hackers to attack US targets and America’s readiness to respond, 

Hyten suggested cyber is attractive to potential adversaries because the cost of access 

is “very low.”  

 

Though complicated by important legal and privacy questions, the military needs to have 

the ability to identify a foe and “eliminate that actor from cyberspace,” Hyten said. 

 

“From a military perspective, I would like to treat it as a domain where we conduct 

operations,” Hyten said. “You’re right to be worried, because in many ways, we’re not 

embracing the military aspects of this.” 

 

On modernization of the nuclear triad, Hyten told senators that, if confirmed, he would 

continue as an advocate. In particular, he was “strongly” supportive of pursuing the air-

launched cruise missile “because of the flexibility a long-range strike option can provide 

you." 

 

“There’s always a challenge to a bomber, it doesn’t matter how stealthy it is,” Hyten said 

amid questions from Sen. Deb Fischer, R-Neb. “I believe an advanced cruise missile gives 

the president flexibility in the air arm that is essential as part of the triad.” 

 

The next-generation air-launched cruise missile faces some opposition from some 

congressional Democrats who say it is expensive, wasteful and dangerously escalatory. 

The argument is that the Long-Range Standoff weapon is redundant because the US will 

have two bombers, the B-2 and the B-21, which are themselves able to penetrate enemy 

airspace and drop a  nuclear bomb on a target.  

 

The Air Force has shown interest in buying at least 1,000 of these missiles, and wants to 

deploy them through the 2060s, doubling the size of the fleet.  

 



As each element of the triad ages out, Hyten said each element needs to be modernized, 

but especially the nuclear command and control capability.  

 

“Our nation’s nuclear deterrent force must always remain safe, secure, effective, ready 

and reliable,” Hyten said. “As our potential adversaries upgrade their own capabilities, 

it’s essential that we move forward to update and modernize the three elements of the 

nuclear triad.” 

 

The discussion comes as officials and experts are predicting a “bow wave” of nuclear-

modernization costs the Pentagon will find difficult to absorb — a projected total of 

about $350 billion between 2014 and 2023.  

 

Hyten rejected such projections, which has risen as high as a trillion dollars, saying the 

nation has to modernize “smartly.” 

 

“I don’t like to see those numbers because they tend to be self-fulfilling prophesies,” 

Hyten said. “We need to define our requirements specifically, decide what we have to 

build, and within the defense budget — because it is the backbone of what we do, we 

have to modernize the triad — the money will be there.” 

 

Fonte: Defense News 

Data da publicação: 20 de setembro 

Link: http://www.defensenews.com/articles/stratcom-nominee-favors-boosting-cyber-

command-nuke-modernization 

 

 

*  Não mencionado o autor no texto. 


